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Gravity Conveyor

Gravity Conveyor w/ PVC Rollers

Dual Lane Gravity Conveyor

Heavy Duty Manual Y-Switch

Protective Covered Roller Slide

This gravity conveyor is equipped with a
grease drip tray and end stops.

Tread Plates for Gravity Conveyors

Tread Plates, available in several styles
and varying in attachment methods to
conveyor frame, are mounted in this
gravity conveyor. These tread plates are
painted HRS and are welded in place for
permanent use.

Split Lane Gravity Conveyor w/ End

Stops & Ball Transfers
Fork trucks loaded automotive cockpit
pallets onto the gravity conveyor set at a
slight decline. The rotating stop was used
to singulate pallets by holding them one
pallet position back. The split blade stop
at the discharge end was utilized as an
escapement to release the pallets onto an
AGV cart.

Shown above is a heavy duty Y-switch
featuring 297S rollers (2-9/16" diameter,
7 ga.) mounted in a structural frame.
Notice the pinned, common shafts in lieu
of springloaded rollers.

A medium duty gravity roller conveyor
features special set high deep side frames
with unique hole punching for this roller
slide. Gravity rollers include colorful
urethane sleeves for protection and
smooth ride!

Ball Transfer Table

Pneumatically Actuated Ball Transfer

The ball transfer table is used when
products need to be manually rotated or
correctly positioned, such as a work
station or other operation that requires
quick, easy handling of the product.

The pan actuates, removing the box from
the ball transfer, holding the box in place
for filling then disengaging to allow
workers to easily transfer the boxes onto
the main line.

Multi-Strand Pneumatic Ball Transfer

Special Design features strands of ball
transfer in which are pneumatically
actuated to raise and transfer product.
This design also allows product to be
rotated as dictated by application while
transfer arms are in raised position.

Best Connect Conveyor

Initially designed for E-commerce
applications, this product can be easily
reconfigured to meet your current or
future shipping and receiving needs. The
BestConnect system is an innovative
reconfigurable conveyor system that can
easily link flexible and rigid products
together to make loading, unloading and
manual sortation faster and more
efficient. This conveying system
incorporates photo electronics to provide
automated flow control giving the user
improved ergonomics, reduced labor
costs, and improved service life.

90 Degree Ball Transfer Table

Pneumatic Actuated Ball Transfer

Special design features ball transfer table
that is pneumatically actuated to raise
product with allows product to be rotated
as dictated by application.
The directional features of ball units
provide economical solutions to even the
most difficult applications. It is important
that the items on the ball transfer table
has a smooth, firm bottom surface. Ball
transfer tables can be designed to meet
your products specifications.
NestaFlex 200

NestaFlex 226

A light-medium duty, flexible gravity
conveyor that is specifically designed to
handle odd shaped boxes, bags, drums,
and pails in low to medium volume
applications.

A general purpose light-medium duty,
gravity conveyor that is designed to
handle multi-sized packages in low to
medium volume applications.

Best Reach Rigid Conveyors

Our rigid conveyor systems are the
perfect solution that provide full reach all
the way into the trailer from your
permanent conveyor system with the
highest level of ergonomic benefits and
safety controls available in the industry.
BestReach belt and roller drive-out
conveyors are built tough to handle those
heavy volume and high impact shipping
jobs that run multiple shifts throughout
the day. Belt driveout conveyors provide
complete product control with the
reliability of the continuous belt surface.
Roller drive-out conveyors include
accumulation options to maintain
throughput with zone-controlled package
spacing and to prevent product damage.

Maxx Reach Telescoping Conveyor

With its multiple options and diverse
capabilities, operators are able to
configure the equipment to best meet
their specific needs. The MaxxReach
telescopic conveyor provides the highest
level of productivity for large volume
shipping and receiving applications at all
types of distribution centers. With its
narrow footprint, long reach and
cantilevered extension, you stay clear of
the floor surfaces and gain valuable floor
space. Our state-of-the-art engineered
design incorporates quality, ergonomics,
and safety into each built-to-order design.

